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and it can only be solved by concerted joint action between our two countries . Our new government
in Canada is moving now - on our side of the border - to put in place a major abatement program
involving all levels of Canadian government and the Canadian private sector .

Los Angelenos are more than sensitive to the problems of atmospheric pollution, including acid rain
and acid fog . I am told that there are lakes in California, in the High Sierra Mountains, which are
presently being impacted by acid rain . I venture to hope, therefore, that there will be a certain amount
of understanding from California of our desire in Canada to see steps taken as quickly as possible to
stop ongoing damage to our country .

Not long ago, our two countries faced a similar problem with pollution in the Great Lakes, and we
worked together to improve significantly the quality of water in the Great Lakes systems . We hope to
make similar progress on acid rain .

Other differences will arise between our countries - whether over protectionism, over gas, or elec-
tricity, or the unitary tax . In my first official - meeting with George Shultz, I told him Canada would
adopt the formula proposed by former President Gerald Ford, who said "we can disagree without
being disagreeable" .

For Canada's part, that is easier now than ever - not because the issues are simpler, which they demon-
strably are not, but because Canada is able to deal with the US more like an equal . You are a little
bigger than us in population, and we are a little bigger than you in geography, but Canadians are now
beginning to reflect a more mature confidence in our society . That self-confidence has always been an
elemental strength of the US, and because you were so sure of yourselves, and we shared so many
similarities, it was difficult for Canadians to stand on our own terms .

It is easier now - easier because les Grands Ballets Canadiens, the National Ballet of Canada, the
Stratford Festival and the symphony orchestras of Montreal and Toronto, Margaret Atwood and Anne
Murray and the Academy Award winning National Film Board and tous les artistes internationaux du
Quebec, and countless other Canadians of accomplishment, have demonstrated Canadian excellence
to the world . Easier because Canadian exporters and entrepreneurs have shown their ingenuity in high
technology telecommunication satellites, computer software, fibre optics, urban transportation, power
generating equipment, and other fields . Easier because, last summer at the magnificent Summer
Olympics staged in your city, our athletes stood tall on the podium, in cycling, swimming, pistol
shooting, canoeing, rowing, boxing, and diving, to mention a few .

Easier because, out of the internal discord within the Canadian family in the past several years, there
has emerged a new sense of confidence and equality in Quebec, and in Western Canada, the two com-
munities which had felt most estranged and stifled before . We have just concluded a most successful
meeting of Canada's prime minister and premiers - it was held in Regina, in Western Canada . Last fall,
when Mr. Mulroney visited Quebec City, the flag of Canada flew over the National Assembly of that
province for the first time since the election of the Parti Québécois government in 1976 .
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